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What Makes a Good Letter?

 Short (300‐400 words or 1.5 pages typed double‐spaced) 
 Focused on one issue and make 1‐2 main points 
 Address local hopes & concerns 
 Written from firsthand experience 
 Offers a personal point of view and are written using “I” 
 Includes an anecdote readers will remember or relate to 
 States an opinion, a recommendation, or an action to take  

 5.TELLING YOUR STORY: VIDEO LETTERS TO EDITOR 

Writing letters to the editor is an effective way of sharing your views and inspiring others 
to take action on issues that are of concern to you. 

Unlike news stories, in letters to the editor you can state an opinion, offer an alternative 
viewpoint, and share personal experiences to raise awareness about larger issues, all in 
your own words. 

Elected leaders and other decision 
makers rely on the editorials in 
newspapers to gauge the views of 
their constituents. 

Hearing your voice and seeing images 
that illustrate your ideas makes your 
written letter more powerful. And in 
today’s world, putting your letter in a 
digital format that can be shared with 
elected and appointed officials through the internet, on public access television, or 
through community screenings is a good way to ensure your message is heard by all 
those that you want to reach. 

For some people making a digital story might seem far-fetched. Writing a letter to the 
editor, on the other hand, may feel more familiar. So it might be easier to think of “digital 
stories” as video versions of a letter to the editor. In other words, it’s about writing a 
short letter that you narrate along with images and music that you select to accompany 
what you’ve written. 

How Do You Get Started? 

Step 1: Choose a topic. Pick something that moves you to share your opinion, 
personal experiences, hopes and recommendations with your audience. 

Step 2: Decide on a message. What do you want to say in your letter, who do you 
want to say it to, and why tell them this information at this time? Answering these 
three questions will help organize your thoughts and make your key points. 

Step 3: Write a rough draft. Don’t worry about making it perfect. You won’t be 
receiving a grade from your high school English teacher. Just try to keep it brief 
and to the point and get something on paper. 
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Step 4: Set the letter aside for a while and come back to look it over with fresh eyes. 
When you read it, consider the audience. Does your letter communicate your 
point clearly and effectively (see tips below)? Ask a friend or family member to 
read it and give you feedback. 

Step 5: Polish your draft. Make any changes based on feedback. Sometimes it 
takes a few drafts to get it to a place where you feel done. 

  

 Additional Tips 

 Personal Voice 
Use “I” and write from your first hand experience. People are more drawn into stories 
(your letter is a story you are telling) when they are told from a personal point of view. 
We all have different ways of talking and putting ideas across. Write your letter just as 
you speak. 
 

Narrative Arc 
Letters have a beginning, middle, and end. Hooks us at the beginning, keep us 
curious throughout, and engage us in the conclusion. 

☺ Hook us by posing a question, making a statement, or sharing a memory 

☺ Keep us curious by sharing your challenges and how you deal with them 

☺ Engage us with your discoveries, observations, a question, or call to action. 
 

 Create a Scene 
Describe a moment in your story with some key details so we can get a real sense of 
it and the effect of this moment on you as the storyteller. 
 

 Cut to the Chase 
You don’t need a long introduction to your subject. Jump right into your main idea, an 
experience, a question or opinion. Focus on one or two key points that you want to 
make. Avoid clichés. 
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